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High street gems to designer dens.

Secret gardens
Hidden green spaces for a moment
of calm.

Culinary cornerstones

Summer in Smithfield

The institutions that underpin
Smithfield.
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What's on in
the City

Barts Square's new
flagship restaurant

With so much going on this summer,
get out there and experience what the
City has to offer.

An interview with Richard Falk,
Executive Chef of the bespoke
restaurant and bar concept
coming to Barts Square.
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WELCOME

Barts Square is a place
of glorious contradictions:
historic yet contemporary;
central yet secluded;
tranquil yet connected.
Homes of effortless urban elegance in
a new landmark quarter for a thriving
neighbourhood. One minute from
Farringdon Station and moments from
St. Paul's, Clerkenwell and One New Change.
Step outside and overhear little-known
stories whispered by vestiges of the past
to those who’ll lend an ear. Return once
more to discover a maze of winding lanes,
verdant squares and enchanting tales all
over again. A location like no other.

Computer generated image of Fenwick House.
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Wright & Bell to bring a
new flagship restaurant
to Barts Square
We chat with Executive Chef, Richard Falk, to whet our
appetites ahead of the grand opening in the Autumn.

How long have you been cooking professionally?

Why do you think they chose Barts Square as the location for
the new restaurant?

Since around 2005. I had part time jobs through university
working in pubs cooking burgers and frying anything that

This location will give us a broad spectrum of guests who

could be fried, but it was only when I left education in 2010

will hopefully, in time, consider us an institution of the area.

that I realised I wanted to do it professionally. I enjoyed

Without this demand there would be no restaurant – good food

cooking, and I enjoyed kitchens – it seemed like

and good cooking is part of life here and this suits us perfectly.

the obvious thing to do.
There are so many culinary institutions and popular new
How has London’s food scene changed since you

restaurants in Smithfield. Why do you think food is such an

started cooking?

important part of life here?

London’s food scene has definitely opened up over the past

The market has such significance. It will always be part

10 years or so. People’s perceptions of bars and restaurants

of the fabric of Smithfield and was the original inspiration

have changed and so has the industry’s, with a shift towards

for the appearance of so many great restaurants. St John,

the informal and accessible.

Quality Chop House, Luca, and the since closed Turnmills,

Wright & Bell's Kitty Hawk restaurant in the City.

have always attracted people to socialise here.
Executive Chef, Richard Falk.

I didn’t realise it, but I started at a great time – there was
a lot to learn if you went looking for it. There was still the

What’s your favourite restaurant in Smithfield?

passion for the high end, but the idea that alumni from some
great kitchens were opening up restaurants that shunned

The Quality Chop House, about a 10 minute walk away.

overly complicated steps of service and unnecessarily high

Unwavering quality and always delicious.

price tags was very exciting. This has really raised the
standard for the customer – a rising tide floats all ships,

How important will Smithfield Market be for you as a chef?

as it were.
I’m hoping to find some gems in the market. I’ll look to work
How would you describe your style of cooking?

with the traders to find out how to best use their products. It’s

ONE TO TRY AT HOME :

Method

FRESH CHEESE,
WHITE PEACH,
LIME AND
BLACK PEPPER

just below the boil. If you have a thermometer, it should be around 90°

important to use the whole animal, letting nothing go to waste.
How do you go about selecting what makes the menu? And

through the gestures and motions that put the food on the

can you give us a flavour of what we can expect from the

plate. It’s as simple as having ingredients cut with a sharp

new restaurant’s menu?

"
I love the idea that the
way a dish is made can
be perceived by the guest
through the gestures and
motions that put the food
on the plate

knife, the temperature of a plate or the way that different

"

Celsius. It’s important that the milk doesn’t boil. Turn off the heat,
and stir in the lemon juice and salt.
After about 15 minutes the curds should have separated from the whey.
Line a colander with muslin and gently ladle the curds inside. Have a
container under the colander to collect the whey; you can always reuse
it for another recipe.

I have a very considered approach to cooking. I love the idea
that the way a dish is made can be perceived by the guest

To make the cheese, pour the milk into a large saucepan and bring to

Let the curds drain and cool. When room temperature, transfer to a bowl

Ingredients

and season with olive oil, salt and pepper. It’s always better to eat fresh,

For the cheese

ingredients are layered together. They’re unspoken acts,

All kitchens want to be as self-sufficient as possible, to be as

2 litres of full fat milk

but they make the difference.

creative as possible, but also to be exposed to all aspects of

80 ml lemon juice

cooking. We’re planning to make our own bread, sausages

5 g salt

but it will keep in a sterilised jar in the fridge.

Assembly:
With the stone removed, tear the peach into small pieces over a bowl.
The juice that drips down will be the base of your dressing. Season with

People already know Wright & Bell for Kitty Hawk on South

and salamis and use seasonal ingredients. I can’t give away

Place, but what will be unique about the new restaurant?

too much, but we’ll have an open grill right in the centre of

For the assemble

What’s the concept behind it?

the kitchen so you can expect roasted sweetheart cabbage

1 ripe white peach

with caviar, hot smoked lamb ribs and maybe a few drops

1 lime

of moonshine over the kitchen counter.

Good quality olive oil

Place some of the seasoned fresh cheese in a bowl. Spoon over the peach

Maldon Salt

and all of the liquor. Finish with some Maldon salt, a generous amount

Coarse black pepper

of cracked black pepper and the zest of a lime grated over the top. Eat

A thick, grilled slice of bread

smeared on grilled bread and I’d recommend a chilled glass of Reisling.

We wanted a restaurant that’s both comfortable for the
guests, but still exciting to work in. We’re lucky enough
to have a wonderful architect who has been brilliant in

Finally, what’s your food guilty pleasure?

sticking to this principle. The aesthetic is driven by function
– understated, with flashes of luxury coming through in

I have a soft spot for Chinatown; it’s not what everyone

the fittings and finishing. This concept echoes the food and

thinks it is. I’ll quite happily spend an afternoon by myself

beverage offer which is also understated, yet purposeful.

in Soho eating as much of it as possible.
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olive oil, salt, pepper and small amount of lime juice. The trick here
is to balance salt, sweet and sour; every peach will be different. Let it
macerate for about 10 minutes.
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82%
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Employment rate for
25-49 year olds

UNESCO world
heritage sites

Computer generated image of a typical penthouse.

Mainstream
London
Prime Central
London
Other Prime
London

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

Total

-2.0%

0.0%

+5.0%

+2.0%

+2.0%

+7%

0.0%

+2.0%

+8.0%

+5.5%

+3.5%

+20%

-2.0%

0.0%

+5.0%

+4.5%

+2.5%

+10%

This presents prospective buyers with a rare
opportunity to take advantage of the capital
gains while the market remains sub optimal.

Number of sales
(On new build schemes over 20 homes)
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483,000

The Savills research team have recently made the following projections:

A tale of two cities
The story of London’s property market isn’t
black and white, there are always subplots
with their own twists and turns. When
London residential sales are broken down by
price bands we see two tales emerge. Across
London, transactions are down 17% year on
year and, though sales of new build homes
are up 7% from 2016, they still fall 16%
below 2015 – the peak year for new build
sales in the capital.

20,000

Museums

After a period of slow growth for prime markets, there are now signs of change.

There’s more to London’s property market than meets
the eye. Despite a slowing at the lower end, Prime Central
London property sales volumes have held and this section
of the market is forecast to grow over the next 4 years.

25,000

170

People employed in the
City of London

London’s
prime property

Mainstream

7

That said, Prime London new build sales
continue to hold up. Sales of homes priced
under the £1,000 per sq ft mark are down
from two years ago, yet homes above this
price point are seeing consistent sales year
on year with no sign of this abating. In fact,
as the above table shows, this area of the
market is predicted to grow.
This is despite the ongoing theme of
uncertainty around the UK’s withdrawal from
the EU. It also contrasts with patterns seen in
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70

the more domestically-driven prime second
hand market, which has felt the effects
of taxation changes and more stringent
mortgage regulation.

Michelin-starred
restaurants in 2017

The fall in the value of Sterling against
the US Dollar has played a key role in this.
A weaker pound has made London appear
better value, and therefore more attractive,
to international buyers – a trend further
bolstered by pragmatic developers pricing
at realistic levels.
With Sterling now looking stronger and FX
broker forecasts expecting this resurgence
to continue in the near term, international
buyers are beginning to err more on the
side of caution, particularly given the less
hospitable tax environment.
What this means for the prime central market
is an unprecedented supply pipeline, but a fall
in the number of new constructions breaking
ground since 2016. Today, for every prime
sale, one prime residential home is being
built – the sign of a more stable chapter
in the development market’s story.

5,000
Attendance at London
Fashion Week 2017

40

47%
Of London is
green space
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establishments
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Our Picks
Here are our tops picks of places that sell the
mouth-watering meat cuts, creamy cheeses,
full-bodied wines and freshly baked bread
that you won’t find at the supermarket.

FOR COFFEE  ASK FOR JANICE
1 min
Bang on trend and brilliantly executed, this inviting brunch, lunch
and bar spot is a local success story. A strong emphasis on local, fresh
produce makes it a winner and the coffee is the best in Smithfield.
askforjanice.co.uk

FOR STREET FOOD  GUILDHALL YARD
10 mins
Sizzling falafels, Jamaican Jerk chicken and brownies fresh out of
the oven – this is the perfect spot for a bite. Ditch the packed lunch
and get out in the fresh air.

FOR MEAT  SMITHFIELD MARKET
2 mins

Ask For Janice.

The market begins to wind down after 7 in the morning so get there early.
It seems so frenetic, but there’s an order in the chaos. People buying,
selling, the smell of the meat – it’s fascinating to watch.
smithfieldmarket.com

Vinoteca.

Fresh living:
eat like a local

Smithfield, where hunting
for the freshest local fare
is a natural part of local life.

FOR BREAD  ST. JOHN
3 mins
Though better known for its meaty ‘nose to tail’ cooking, this
Smithfield mainstay also has a bakery. ‘Slow fermentation over
many hours’ is their secret for the softest bread.
stjohnrestaurant.com

There’s something special about the traditional food market.
Sampling the food, taking in the heady aromas and hearing
the chatter of traders bartering back and forth – it’s an
extraordinary experience.

FOR WINE  VINOTECA
2 mins

In a time where it’s so easy to nip down to

There’s something so human about bartering

the local supermarket or order a food delivery

and trading amidst a furore of sights, sounds

online, why is it that London’s markets and

and smells – it’s ingrained in our DNA.

independent, local traders are still thriving?

Nowhere is this more obvious than in

The answer is simple; the joy of food and

Smithfield, where hunting for the freshest local

cooking isn’t just in the eating. The stall to

fare is a natural part of local life. The market

stall searching for the freshest ingredients,

which dominates the area is the poster boy,

and engagement with neighbours that this

but hidden down the winding lanes and

requires, has brought people together

cobbled streets is a bounty of other fresh food

for millennia.

and drink you simply won’t find anywhere else.

A list of over 200 wines updated twice a year for you to choose
from. Though Spain and Italy are their inspiration, bottles from
Tasmania to California are available to buy.
vinoteca.co.uk

FOR CHEESE  IBERICA
6 mins
Some of the best tapas north of the Pyrenees, but many don’t
know you can also buy an array of cheeses. Take home an intense
Blue Valdeon, a buttery Manchego or a hard, creamy Roncal.
ibericarestaurants.com

The St. John Bakery.
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7.

LE CAFÉ DU MARCHE
We may talk about ‘new kids on the block’
when it comes to Smithfield restaurants, but

SMITHS OF SMITHFIELD
A recent refurbishment has given this grade
II-listed warehouse restaurant a new lease

CLUB GASCON
This French restaurant was a pioneer of Smithfield’s now thriving

of life. Since 2000, its deliciously meaty menu

dining scene when it opened in 1998. Just four years later, its brilliance

has celebrated its prime spot overlooking

was recognised with a Michelin Star. Like its fine Gallic wines, it has

the market opposite. The third floor ‘Grill’

matured into the much-loved restaurant we know today, revered for its

has been in operation since medieval times,

foie gras and a certain je ne sais quoi that keeps locals and visitors alike

serving succulent locally-sourced beef cuts

coming back again and again.

today just as it did then. Spread over 4 floors
in total, it caters for 8,000 customers a week,
making it a stalwart of Smithfield’s vibrant

4.

restaurant scene.

ST. JOHN
A former smokehouse, this old Smithfield
building had fallen into disrepair following
closure in the 1960s. 1994 saw its doors open
once more, reinvented as a restaurant with an
aptly meaty character. Today, it’s something
of a shrine to food lovers – droves of pilgrims
make the trip each year to pay their respects.
It is, quite simply, Smithfield on a plate.

Smithfield’s culinary
cornerstones
It’s the well-established institutions that have always quietly, but confidently,
underpinned Smithfield. Here are the places that have stood the test of time
and continue to make this a food-lovers haven.

POLPO

this charming little bistro is the granddaddy.
Now in its fourth decade nestled at the end of
a quaint cobbled arch mews off Charterhouse
Square, it has remained steadfast while the
area around it has transformed. Still an
independent, family-run establishment and
named after the market which you can see
from its door, it doesn’t get more Smithfield
than this.

6.

MODERN PANTRY
Another from the class of 2008, this culinary institution has graduated
with flying colours. Wander up St John Street from the market and
you’ll find it dominating St John’s Square from its Georgian Townhouse
setting. Its philosophy, ‘everyday cooking with modern ingredients,’
still rings true thanks to the passion and dedication of its team in the
kitchen. Certainly not somewhere for every day, but the cornerstone
of a modern Smithfield nonetheless.

8.

HIX OYSTER & CHOP HOUSE

Though inspired by the humble Venetian

Since Roman times, Britain has been famed

‘bacaro’ style restaurant, there is nothing

for its oysters. And, since 2008, Mark Hix has

FOX AND ANCHOR

humble about what this local favourite

been scouring the coasts of our island nation

Having stood in Smithfield for more than

has achieved. Though only 6 years young,

to bring the best specimens to Smithfield.

two centuries, this cherished public house is

the sixth restaurant in the Polpo family

When partnered over the course of an evening

comfortably the oldest of our cornerstones.

with ox cheek, deep fried eels, mussels and

Now grade II listed, it still opens at 7am each

green bean salad, you can see why tables are

morning for the market workers clocking off

full night after night.

after a hard night’s work. An ancient ritual

has injected fresh life into Smithfield,
establishing itself firmly as one of its
celebrated institutions.

of Smithfield that happily still endures, and
hopefully always will.
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Sir Simon Rattle conducts the London Symphony Orchestra at the Barbican.

Barbican's Tunnel Visions exhibition.

Camille O'Sullivan at the Jim Jarmusch Revisited show at the Barbican.
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THE INSTITUTIONS
1. BARBICAN
3 mins

EET

Stretching from Farringdon to Moorgate, The Culture Mile is a
collaboration of four leading arts, culture and learning institutions
led by the City of London. A place where creativity is currency.

EET

CITY ROAD
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Your new favourite
quarter of the City

2
1

Moving to the heart of Smithfield in 2022,

of art, music, dance, film and creative learning,

this monument to the history of the most

it has become a real icon since opening in 1982.

fascinating city in the world is more than just

a landmark date for the Culture Mile, seeing

a vibrant backbone to amplify the City’s

it play host to Smithfield Market’s 150th

cultural offering. Bringing cultural activities

birthday party – a montage of music, food and

out of doors is one ambition of this new

festivities in all shapes and sizes. However, it’s

association. By engaging residents, workers

not just birthday parties that are transforming

and visitors alike in a more visibly accessible

this part of the City. In 2022 the Museum

way, and exploiting the spaces between

of London will move here to Smithfield and

buildings to showcase public art, the streets

Beech Street will undergo major changes

are becoming a place ‘where cultural activity

to improve air quality and offer additional

is produced as well as consumed.’

space for artistic installations.

2. LONDON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
Proudly calling the Barbican home, this is
where the orchestra performs the majority of its

3
NE
WG
AT
E

exceptional concerts. With a global reputation,

ST

L

this is a classical orchestra for the 21st century.

RE
ET

4. GUILDHALL SCHOOL
OF MUSIC & DRAMA
10 mins
One of the world’s leading institutions offering
performing artists the chance to become
acclaimed professionals in their fields.
Alumni include Orlando Bloom,
Daniel Craig and Jodie Whittaker.

CHEA
PSIDE

BARTS POST

story accessible to all.

3 mins

ATE

across the north-western part of the City –

a collection of artefacts. It makes London’s

MOO
RG

The late August bank holiday weekend will be

2 mins

A cultural powerhouse offering a diverse range

4
Covering 45 hectares, it forms a ‘culture spine’

3. MUSEUM OF LONDON

BARTS POST
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Secret gardens
With the area’s enchanting green pockets coming into full
bloom we uncover what it is that makes them so special.

Cloister Garden at St John’s.
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CHEA
PSIDE

GREEN SPACES

1. POSTMAN’S PARK
1 min

3. CLOISTER GARDEN AT ST JOHN’S
6 mins

This quaint park gets its name from the General Post

You’ll often find volunteers tending to ‘St John’s Wort’ and

Office’s headquarters which used to stand next door.

other herbal plants that grow in this little-known cloister

The most intriguing aspect is the ‘Memorial to heroic

garden. Much of the lawn is now paved, but still offers

self-sacrifice’ which commemorates those who died

a moment of calm away from the busy thoroughfares

saving the lives of others.

beyond the walls.

2. CHRISTCHURCH
GREYFRIARS GARDEN

4. WEST SMITHFIELD ROTUNDA

3 mins

1 mins
Leafy trees ring this small, but pretty circular garden

Heavily bombed in World War II, the ruins of this

in the centre of West Smithfield. The result is a unique

old church are now adorned with a delightful rose

sense of seclusion for such a bustling spot – a chance

garden, planted where the wooden pews once were –

to feel closer to nature in the urban bubble.

a true hidden gem.

5. ST. PAUL'S CHURCHYARD
5 mins
The churchyard and gardens here boast what many would
consider to be the most stunning backdrop of all the City’s
green spaces. You can’t help but look up in awe at the
cathedral so synonymous with London itself.
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SHOPPING

CROSSRAIL

Crossrail halves
travel times
Europe’s biggest engineering undertaking,
Crossrail is quite literally changing the face of London.
The 118km new railway line will run

London’s new train line also means more

from Reading and Heathrow in the West

options for going out and about. Summer

to Shenfield and Abbey Wood in the East,

evenings stretch into the small hours at

cutting some travel times by up to half.

Pergola, Paddington’s ‘summery rooftop

Opening at the end of this year, it’ll herald

paradise,’ soon to be just 8 minutes from

a new era for the capital, bringing an

Barts Square. A packed schedule of sport

additional 1.5 million people within

and movie nights come to the outdoor

a 45 minute journey of Central London.

Summer Screens at Canary Wharf in the

17

LONDON ON
YOUR DOORSTEP

TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD  LIBERTY
2 mins
Mock-Tudor fronted department store which
attracts shoppers from all over the world.
libertylondon.co.uk

LIVERPOOL STREET  SPITALFIELDS
2 mins
East London’s bustling roofed market
that dates back hundreds of years offering
shopping, eating and drinking.
spitalfields.co.uk

BOND STREET  SELFRIDGES
4 mins

warmer months, again only 8 minutes from
For residents of Barts Square, shopping

Farringdon with the arrival of Crossrail.

further afield no longer means an hour round

For an adventure, be at Heathrow in 39

trip. In just 10 minutes, Crossrail will whisk

minutes to jet off for the holiday of a lifetime.

you to Stratford’s Westfield shopping centre,
while Selfridges, Liberty’s and New Bond

Designer clothing, beauty products,
jewellery and a foodhall, it’s been named
‘Best Department store in the World’
a record three times.
selfridges.co.uk

CANARY WHARF  SUMMER SCREENS
8 mins
Outdoor screens show sport and films all
summer, while minigolf, skittles and beach
volleyball keep the whole family entertained.
canarywharf.com

Street will be within a swift 6 minutes from
the front door. Closer still with be the stalls
of Spitalfields – just 5 minutes away.

PADDINGTON  PERGOLA
8 mins
Hidden alfresco gardens in zone 1 with
850 seats, 2 bars and weekend DJs playing
summer tunes.
pergola.co.uk

Antoni & Alison.

Shops in
the City

HEATHROW
39 mins
With 81 airlines across 4 terminals serving
204 destinations worldwide, this is Britain’s
premier international airport.
heathrow.com

ONE NEW CHANGE

Proposed Crossrail station entrance along Long Lane.

When people think of the City they think suits and ties,
glass and steel and bars and restaurants. But, hidden within
the Square Mile and its neighbouring areas is a wealth of
shopping, from high street to high-end and boutique gems
to designer dens.

Self-branded as ‘the place to play in the City,’

Leadenhall market is your boutique retail

One New Change is Central London’s only

market at the heart of the City. A milieu

shopping centre – a high street over

of boutiques, florists, restaurants, bars and

3 floors. Find Cos, Kurt Geiger, Ted Baker,

office workers, all rubbing shoulders in this

Top Shop and Sweaty Betty and a rooftop

impressive Victorian market setting. You’ll

with panoramic views of St. Paul's and

find Barbour, Hobbs, Oliver Sweeney and

the City.

so much more catching your eye as you
explore the cobbled passageways.

The Royal Exchange by Bank station is
the City’s iconic luxury boutique shopping

Wander north and you’ll stumble upon

destination, synonymous with high-end

a different shopping experience. Moments from

brands and situated on one of the country’s

Barts Square are countless small, independent

most historic buildings. Among others, you’ll

boutiques. Firm local favourites, they lend

find Jo Malone, Hermès and Boodles to help

Smithfield and Clerkenwell their fiercely

you find the perfect gift.

independent personalities. Every corner
you turn reveals a new hidden gem
waiting to be discovered.

CLERKENWELL

COS

LONDON ROCKS

7 mins
Modern, functional, considered clothing
design for both men and women made to
live beyond the season.
cosstores.com

13 mins
See behind the scenes at this beloved jewellers
and bear witness to the craftsmanship of this
ancient art.
londonrocksjewellery.co.uk

KURT GEIGER

ANTONI & ALISON

7 mins
Covetable footwear and accessories marrying
cutting-edge materials and sophisticated design.
kurtgeiger.com

15 mins
Peruse the quirky clothing rails of Antoni &
Alison and pick up crockery and souvenirs with
an unusual twist.
antoniandalison.co.uk

TED BAKER
7 mins
One of the UK’s leading lifestyle brands
offering a range of collections, including
menswear, womenswear, fragrances
and watches.
tedbaker.com

MAGMA
15 mins
Become absorbed in this bookworm’s paradise
– a must for every budding designer looking for
creative inspiration.
magma-shop.com

SWEATY BETTY
6 mins
Activewear designed by women, for women.
More than just leggings, they also have
swimwear, dresses and more – all designed
for the modern active lifestyle.
sweatybetty.com
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WHAT'S ON

WHAT'S ON

WOMEN, WORK AND
POWER  WOMEN OF THE
EAST AND WEST

SMITHFIELD CELEBRATES
150 YEARS
August Bank Holiday

All Summer

SCULPTURE IN THE CITY 2018

Embark on an insightful 2 hour walking tour

All Summer

and learn about the women who changed

18 works from high-profile artists have

beloved market. Family-friendly performances and

been unveiled, including a large contingent

activities will celebrate this momentous milestone

celebrating the centenary of women’s suffrage.

in fitting style, with everything from hula-hooping

You’ll find the sculptures among some of the

and manicures to street food and roller discos.

campaigners, medieval nuns and the women

city’s most recognisable buildings, such as the

Don’t miss London’s biggest birthday bash.

of Billingsgate. All tours are free and on

Gherkin and the Cheesegrater, as well as

culturemile.london/festival/smithfield-150

numerous dates throughout the summer.

more low key locations. Don’t miss Tracey

Check the City Guides website for

Emin’s ‘Your lips moved across my face’

more information.

neon tube lighting sculpture on Bury Street.

cityoflondonguides.com/tours

sculptureinthecity.org.uk

about the queens, workers and business owners
from the Great Plague to the Suffragettes.
Or, head east from Monument and be inspired

All Summer

For just £8, turn up at 1.30pm on any Saturday

will join forces with the Museum of London to
mark an incredible 150 years of London’s most

history. Head west from St. Paul's and hear

THE CITY’S SECRET GARDENS
WALK FROM ST. PAUL'S
CHURCHYARD

Over the August bank holiday Smithfield market

by heroic stories of female anti-slavery

outside St. Paul's and tag along with a guided
tour around historic gardens, churchyards and
courtyards. Meander through the Inns of Court
gardens, Bunhill fields and other green gems
scattered all over the City. ‘Horticulture and

WOLF HALL AT
BRIDEWELL THEATRE

history combined.’
cityoflondonguides.com/tours

17–28 July

Just off Fleet Street stands this intimate, but
illustrious theatre. Built over an old swimming
pool, its summer production of Tudor-set epic,
Wolf Hall, dives into the world of Henry VIII’s
court and its underbelly of corruption and
political intrigue. Make a note of the matinee
performances on 21st and 28th July.
sbf.org.uk/whats-on

‘LONDON NIGHTS’
PHOTOGRAPHY EXHIBITION

What's on

BARBICAN TROPICAL
CONSERVATORY TOUR

LONDON DESIGN FESTIVAL

15–23 September

All Summer

June & July

A series of captivating photos focuses on the

The Barbican’s resident gardeners take you

as the design capital of the world. After a record

city’s aesthetic, the daily movements of its

on an intrepid journey into the hidden jungle

991,000 visitors last year it’s already shaping

people and its darker side. 200 photographs

housed within one of London’s favourite

up to be another huge success, with a focus

from 50 photographers offer a unique window

buildings. Pull back the branches and discover

on exploring how design can make the world

into the soul of the metropolis we think we

banana plants, towering palm trees and

a better place. Architects Waugh Thistleton

know so well. Exploring all its corners,

colourful koi carp. Meet outside the Garden

and graphic design studio Kellenberger-White

it reveals the nocturnal character of our

Room on level 3 just before 11am to make

are two of the headliners whose installations

24-hour capital and shines a light on the

sure you don’t miss it. At busy times,

promise to draw the crowds once more.

breadth of experience among those who

it’s wise to book.

londondesignfestival.com

live, work and play here.

barbican.org.uk

This annual event that cements London’s status

A guide to what’s happening around Barts Square this summer.
Discover tropical rooftop conservatories, soak up the sun on
a guided tour or get better acquainted with the area’s past
and present at one of the many fascinating exhibitions.

museumoflondon.org.uk
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91 BEAUTIFUL APARTMENTS & PENTHOUSES

Home in the
heart of the City
London EC1

Computer generated image of balcony.

◆ 1 minute walk to Farringdon Station
◆ Direct links to Canary Wharf and the West End (Crossrail from Dec 2018)
◆ St. Paul's Cathedral, Smithfield Market & Clerkenwell on your doorstep
◆ Elegant homes rich in history yet effortlessly modern

Prices from £770,000*
REGISTER YOUR INTEREST OR CONTACT US
TO VIEW OUR SHOW APARTMENTS.

+44 (0)20 7726 8995
bartssquare.com
sales@bartssquare.com

*Prices correct at time of print
and are subject to change

